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At Ability Building Center, our mission is to improve
the quality of life in Southeastern Minnesota by providing
rehabilitation and employment services for persons with
disabilities and other special needs.
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SmoothToe: Giving More than
Compression Socks to our Community
SmoothToe Socks is a compression sock business on Highway 14 in Caledonia, and a relatively new partner
of ABC. Owner Greg Hoscheit has given Travis Gordon, an ABC participant, a new perspective on life. Greg
and Travis have formed a relationship that goes beyond the normal constructs of employer and employee.
SmoothToe’s socks boast of the ability to improve circulation and improve lives in a variety of ways,
from helping feet refresh and recover after a workout to helping medical
conditions in more ways than you could imagine, including diabetes, varicose
veins, tendonitis and restless legs. They have gotten the recommendation of
doctors and the support of 14 NFL teams. Travis’ newfound love for his work has
made him so enthusiastic about the product that he has spread the word to his
community!
Greg is just as appreciative of the help Travis has brought him. As Greg says,
“it’s a win-win situation!” He has described his relationship with Travis as a
mentor, and treats Travis as he would treat a son. Travis has truly been included
in the company, and Greg has even gone so far as to give Travis his own business
cards, include him in staff meetings and let him drive the company car, and that
is very exciting for Travis!
“Greg has given Travis a chance at viable work in the community and is a
classic example of inclusion in Houston County. He treats Travis with respect
and dignity, allowing him to take on responsibility and fully contribute to the
workforce,” writes Sheila Heberlein, Program Coordinator at ABC Works and
Coordinator of Travis Gordon.
Travis Gordon, a participant at ABC since May of 2005, loves the variety in this
job. “I really love it here,” he says, “This is one of the best jobs I’ve ever had.”
Travis also has a passion for music, sports and the outdoors.
Greg likes to touch base with Travis every day to make sure that Travis is
comfortable and confident in what he is doing. Greg wants Travis to feel that
he is an important part of the SmoothToe Sock team, and Travis wants to prove
himself to Greg and to his community, and to become a productive part of ABC.
Travis and Greg have become so close that Travis has even asked for Greg’s help
in a woodworking project.
Sheila has spoken of the pride Travis has in his work, saying, “He walks around
a foot taller.”
As Sheila says, “It’s important for us to recognize when employees go the extra
mile to give our workers opportunities for not only a job, but a true sense of
belonging and of contributing to the workforce.”

Above, from left to right: Greg
Hoscheit, Travis Gordon and
coworkers Melissa Espelien and
Jimmy Westland stand in front of a
SmoothToe Sock display at Greg’s
store in Caledonia.

ABC’s School To Work Program Continues to Blossom
Since its inception in 1956, Ability Building Center has sought to be an innovator
in the area of vocational rehabilitation. Combining the spirit of a pioneer with the
mission to “improve the quality of life in Southeastern Minnesota by providing
rehabilitation and employment services for persons with disabilities and other
special needs,” ABC has actively developed new and creative programming options.
Currently, Ability Building Center offers thirteen distinct programs designed
to enhance the vocational skills and enrich the personal lives of our near 900
participants.
In the mid-1980s, a glaring gap began to be noticed. While there were vocational
services available to adults, there was no process in place to ease the transition from
adolescence to adulthood. Adolescents were provided with educational, recreational
and leisure programs, but were ill-prepared for the realities of vocational life upon
graduation. Recognizing this disparity, Ability Building Center set out to implement a
creative solution. The result was the establishment of the Community Based School
to Work Program.
The School to Work program is unique in that its focus is upon students aged 16-21.
Working collaboratively with the multiple school districts, ABC offers students the
opportunity to develop vocational skills and gain valuable work experience as part
of their Individual Education Program. Throughout the course of the school year,
students are given the opportunity to work at three unique job sites, most of which
are community based. In addition to the three job rotations, students are also given
the chance to participate in two short-term job trials in an area unrelated to their
current position. Best of all, students are paid for their work! By partnering with the
school districts in the area, student goals are established, monitored and reviewed

Amber Kennedy folds towels with her independent crew
at a local fitness center.
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on a quarterly basis to bridge the vocational transition gap between adolescence and
adulthood.
In the 2012 calendar year, the School to Work students worked a total of 11,383.84
hours. Of that total, 2,281.74 hours of work were performed in-center at ABC, while
8,562.10 hours of work were completed at community-based job sites. This equated
to students earning a total of $52,275.58, with in-center students earning an average
wage of $3.71 an hour and community-based students earning an average wage
of $4.86 an hour. These numbers testify to the priority that Ability Building Center
places on assisting as many individuals as possible in their goal to work in the
community.
The 2012-13 school year continued to be a banner year for the School to Work
Program, with the participation of 49 students: five at La Crescent/Caledonia and 44
at Rochester. Another significant accomplishment was the enrollment of three new
school districts as referring districts to the program. This brings the total number
of participating districts to eight. This means that ABC currently provides service to
students attending 12 different schools. While these are all fantastic indicators of
growth, perhaps the greatest accomplishment this school year is that five students
achieved their goal of competitive employment!
As this year’s graduation fast approaches, 15 students will transition into adult
vocational programming. New student referrals for the 2013-14 school year continue
to stream in, and additional school districts continue to join the program. Through
it all, Ability Building Center continues to cultivate the spirit of innovation that has
helped establish School to Work as one of the largest and most successful programs
of its kind in the state of Minnesota.

Todd Claeys, competetively employed by a local grocery
store, happily bags groceries.
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Proceeds benefit adults with disabilities in Houston County
served by ABC Works & Woodland Industries.

Registration Includes:
Event T-shirt, food and a punch card.
Get your card punched at any 5 or more businesses listed on
our website and be at Wildcat by 6pm to be eligible to win a
$100 cash prize!
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Pre–Register by July 31st to guarantee your T-shirt size. Registration forms can be picked up at
Lawrence Lake Marina, Goodtimes, ABC Works, and Woodland Industries.

Register by July 31st to guarantee your T-shirt size. Registration forms can be picked u
at
Lawrence Lake Marina, Goodtimes, ABC Works, and Woodland Industries.

Raffle • Door Prize • Food • Event T-shirt
Volleyball Tournament • Live Auction

ABC Is Getting A New Roof!

It’s been 21 years since ABC replaced the roof on our 51,000 square foot
building in Rochester. The membrane has of course deteriorated with age
and required more patching each year with numerous leaks during the spring
rainy season. In 2012 we began to raise money for a new roof, and thanks to
our generous benefactors, we are well on our way to replacing the roof. Major
contributors include Mayo Clinic, the Community Development Block Grant,
a matching grant from the Rochester Area Foundation, Carl & Verna Schmidt
Foundation, Anonymous, Dick & Lois Quinn, Minnesota Energy Resources,
Think Mutual Bank, Zubay Family Foundation, People’s Energy Cooperative
and many more. The roof will cost $285,000 to replace, of which we have
raised $198,000 toward the cost. The replacement is scheduled for this
summer. We would like to say thank you to all our very generous donors who
made a contribution to our roof replacement project! Please contact Laurie at
535-7105 if you would still like to donate.
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Congratulations!
Larry Mhyre was Woodland’s 2nd
quarter WOW Award winner. Along with
great attendance, he is always ready to
work as soon as he arrives and gets
along with his co-workers. Larry
works in-center at Woodland
on general production jobs.

Leonard “Lenny” Curtis is the April 2013
Lowry Award winner. Lenny does dishwashing
at Byron Elementary. He also works on general
production and assembly tasks in the Sewing
department and he is very enthusiastic about his
housekeeping job at Springhill Suites Marriott. Lenny
is exceptionally flexible and always willing to substitute
for co-workers, even at the last minute. Lenny never
complains and continuously stays busy with whatever
tasks need to be done. He is endlessly happy and the
pride of doing good work shows in his smile. He has a
fantastic attitude and gets along well with everyone.
Lenny shows initiative by asking his job coach if he can
learn more tasks to keep him busy. It is an extreme joy
working with him.
In December of 2012, Mike Brown won the
Lowry Award at the Rochester site. He is
Marten Dirks, also of Rochester, won the Lowry
Award in February of 2013. He is currently working
full-time at the Microtel Hotel and does a great
job. He rarely takes a day off and enjoys coming to
work. Marten is doing a fantastic job and is very
helpful in a lot of ways. Marten is very polite to the
hotel guests by holding doors open and answering
their questions.

very reliable and always willing to help out
whenever and wherever he is needed. He
always has a positive attitude and continues
to work hard each and every day. He is very
polite to all staff and his co-workers. He
represents ABC in a positive manner when
working in the community. Mike is a joy to
work with. We are truly lucky to have him
working with us at ABC.

Lilly Brightens Lives at ABC
When Stephanie Anders-Folstad, manager of the Abilities Unlimited (AU) program, first heard about
Pet Therapy, she knew that Lilly was the perfect dog for the job.
Lilly, a mixed breed of a Maltese and a Yorkie (or a Morkie), has been an integral part of
AU’s Pet Therapy program for over a year. Stephanie can see the difference on the participants’
faces when Lilly climbs on their laps to curl up and cuddle.
Every second and fourth Friday of the month, Lilly comes in to AU and the group plays “Chat Pack,” a
card game made to spark conversation with questions such as “What is the funniest TV sitcom scene
you’ve ever watched?” As the clients in the AU program play the game, Lilly spends
her time on each person’s lap until everyone has gotten a turn. During this
time, they get to pet Lilly, give her treats and give and get kisses in return!
People who are normally very quiet and don’t interact much brighten up
when Lilly comes in, and you can see their faces shine when she climbs up
on their laps. “All the extra work is worth it to see their faces light up,”
says Stephanie. Then comes Lilly’s nap time, and after lunch Lilly gets
to go out onto the work floor to meet and greet and hang out.
Everyone is more calm and relaxed on the days when
Lilly comes in. As Stephanie puts it, “For the 45 minute
class period, everyone’s stresses and cares go away.”
When someone is having a bad day, Lilly can sense it
and will run to them to jump up on their lap and comfort
them. “It’s so rewarding to see how Lilly affects the
program,” says Stephanie, “I’m so thankful that ABC allows
me to do this.”
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Celebrate the Journey at 2013 Annual Brain Injury Conference
One of the speakers, at the conference was Robert G. Winningham,
author of “Train Your Brain,” a book on cognitive fitness, which elaborates
on simple games that can be played to
exercise your brain. “Creative Brainstorming”
is one of these; a game where you talk
about everyday things (such as a paperclip),
and how many uses you can come up with
for it. Game participants sit in a circle and
list off as many things as they can think of.
Another activity has participants write out
the letters, A to Z, on a sheet of paper and
pick a category, then name things from that
category for every letter in the alphabet.
ABC set up a booth at the conference and
The 2013 Annual Brain Injury Conference was held on April 11 & 12 in

Anders-Folstad had a full day of handing out

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota. AU Manager, Stephanie Anders-Folstad

specialty items with ABC’s logo, socializing

attended the conference and has already begun to utilize some of the

with other attendees and spreading the

techniques she learned.
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Board News: Meet Mary Alcott
I have been a Special Education Teacher in Rochester since moving here 7 years ago. The past 5 years I have been
fortunate to be teaching at The Transition to Adult Program at RPS. TAP is program is for students with disabilities
who have finished 4 years of high school but need additional help with functional living skills in order to be more
independent. We teach skills such as bussing, cooking, employment and social skills. Born and raised in Appleton
Wisconsin, I graduated from UW Eau Claire with a BS in Special Ed in 1980. I received a Master’s in Education from
the University of Winona in 2008. Coming back to teaching just recently was my second career, as the majority of
my career has been spent in sales and marketing for USA Today, People Magazine and Natural Health Magazine in
Washington DC, NYC and Boston. I am a single mom with 10 year old twins and enjoy all the family activities that
Rochester and the surrounding area has to offer.

